
Overview: 
• Ongoing development @ NTU, HSS; 
• Open Source (CC BY); (but not yet openly available!) 
• 4 languages: English, Mandarin, Japanese, Indonesian; 

(+ Arabic, Korean, Vietnamese and Thai data) 
• 4 main genres:  

short-story (public domain), essay (open source), news and tourism; 
• Aprox. 23,000 sentences (UTF-8 Encoding):

NTU Multilingual Corpus (NTUMC)
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Introduction
We are presenting here the combined efforts of enrich-
ing the Open Multilingual Wordnet (OMW) to sup-
port the construction of the NTU Multilingual Corpus
(NTU-MC) and corpus linguistics tool set.

NTU Multilingual Corpus
NTU-MC is a parallel corpus of Asian languages
(Mandarin Chinese, Japanese, Indonesian) that uses
English as pivot language. It hopes to fill that gap of
semantically annotated corpora in the asian language
context. It is a multilingual, multi-genre, medium size
pararel corpus (details can be seen in Table 1).

Sentences Word Concepts
Genre eng cmn jpn ind eng eng
Story 1: 599 606 698 – 11,200 5,300
Story 2: 599 612 702 – 10,600 4,600
Essay: 769 750 773 – 18,700 8,800
News: 2,138 2,138 2,138 – 55,000 23,200
Tourism: 2,988 2,332 2,723 2,197 74,300 32,600
Total 7,093 6,438 7,034 2,197 169,800 74,600

Table 1: Corpus Size

The corpus has been sentence aligned, word seg-
mented (WS), POS tagged, and it is currently under-
going cross-lingual linked sense annotation using the
OMW. The WS and POS tagging used off-the-shelf
standards. Taking Mandarin as an example, we used
Stanford Chinese Segmenter and POS Tagger based on
the The Chinese TreeBank (CTB) standards. When-
ever necessary, amendments were carried out to fol-
low CTB standards. Similar choices were made for ev-
ery language.

The Annotation Tools

We have currently developed two sets of annota-
tion tools that integrate with specialized views of
the OMW, a tool with editing access to the corpus
database structure (e.g. to add, delete and edit sen-
tences, words and concepts), a wordnet editing inter-
face (e.g. to add, delete and edit wordnet entries in
any language) and a few other supporting tools to help

manage the process. The current four basic interfaces
of the corpus are:
• sequential/textual tagging (sentence by sentence);
• targeted/lexical tagging (word by word);
• corpus editing/fixing (to add, delete and edit sen-

tences, words and concepts);
• wordnet editing (to add, delete and edit entries);

Open Multilingual Wordnet
The OMW is based on Princeton Wordnet, and it
tightly integrates wordnet data for over 150 languages,
including the Chinese Open Wordnet, the Japanese
Wordnet and Wordnet Bahasa. In order to satisfy the
NTU-MC needs, OMW has been exploring a number
of extensions to its original coverage. We will briefly
introduce these extentions here.

Classifiers
Classifiers play a central role in 3 of the 4 languages
of the NTU-MC. They have an intrinsic hierarchy and
a close relation with the nouns they modify, specially
true to sortal classifiers. Having a free tractable re-
source of classifiers and their association with nouns
they modify would be extremely useful to many com-
putational linguistic tasks - e.g. generation in machine
translation. Again, taking Mandarin as an example,
we have identified 816 classifiers in current use. Each
classifier has a new synset in the Wordnet hierarchy.
And we are applying a top-down propagation based
approach to associate classifiers and nominal synsets,
taking advantage of the wordnet hierarchy (see Fig. 1).
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Figure 1: Classifier Propagation.

Pronouns, Determiners & Quantifiers

We have also decided to include pronouns, determin-
ers and quantifiers. We are developing a system of
features that mark new wordnet entries that fall un-
der this category. So far we have selected 41 features
divided among 11 categories:

Usage
Personal 
Possessive 
Demonstrative 
Interrogative 
General

Person
1st  
1st (inclsv.) 
1st (exclsv.) 
2nd 
3rd

Head (Pron.)
Entity 
Person 
Thing 
Location 
Kind 
Time 
Cause 
Manner 
Duration

Gender
Neuter 
Feminine 
Masculine

Proximity
Proximal 
Distal 
    Medial 
    Remote Formality

Formal 
Informal

Politeness
Polite

Number
Singular 
Plural 
Dual

Gender Speech
Women’s Speech 
Men’s Speech 

Type
Assertive Elective 
Negative 
Other 
Reciprocal 
Universal 
Interrogative 
 

Other
Reflexive

Features: (11 categories, 41 tokens)

Pronouns:
Types: 140
Tokens: 333  English (96) Japanese (129) 
                          Chinese (64) Indonesian (40)

These features are marked by synset links (currently
’domain usage’). Pronouns are decomposed, taking
corresponding nominal heads (e.g. I = person.n ; here
= place.n). Some pronouns, as exemplified in Figure
2, also take determiners as their quantifiers to better
decompose their meaning (a new reciprocal relation
’quantifies/quantifier’ has been introduced).

e.g. here = ‘this + location’

this.ahere.n

Quantifies

location.n

Hypernym

dem_pronoun.n

Dmn(usage)

=

singular.nthis.a proximal.adem_determ.n

Dmn(usage)

=

Dmn(usage)

Dmn(usage)

Figure 2: First Person Personal Pronoun

Chenyu (& Other Idioms)

Chengyu are prototypically four-character phrases
with non or only partially compositional meaning.
They can happen in all/multiple parts-of-speech.
Their meaning is derived mostly from historical lore
or classical literature (see Figure 3). There are excellent
paper resources in Mandarin Chinese, that list over
59000 of these chengyu. Unfortunately, we found no
reference to free computer tractable resources.
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畫蛇添足 (lit. “paint snake add feet”) overdo /
superfluous

verb,  
adj

���� (lit. “paper on talk about 
soldiers”)

to engage in 
idle theories 

verb,  
adj

喜怒哀� (lit: happiness, anger, 
sorrow, joy)

the primary 
emotions noun

笨�先� (lit. “dumb bird early fly”)
those with 
less ability 
have to try 
harder

如�得水 (lit. “as fish get water”) like a fish in 
water

Figure 3: Chengyu Examples

Out of a list of potential chengyu, we’ve matched 619
chengyu to the NTU-MC, and we’re currently in the
process of of adding them to the Chinese Open Word-
net (COW). We currently have close to 200 chengyu

added. We expect to have the full coverage of the
matched chengyu by the first release of the NTU-MC.

Other Extensions

Interjections and modal verbs are two other recently
expansions the OMW is undergoing. We only have
experimental implementations, but we expect to pro-
vide full coverage for the instances that appear in the
NTU-MC.
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Table 1 - Size of the current (1st release) version of NTUMC
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Release / Annotation
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Release (by request): SQLITE Database (xml in the future) 

Two Layers of annotation:
• Monolingual Layer: 

Sentence Segmented;  
Tokenised (relevant ‘continuous script’ languages); 
POS tagged; 
Sense tagged (using the Open Multilingual Wordnet); 

• Cross-lingual Layer: 
Sentence Alignment; 
Sense Alignment; 

Future Plans:
Deep structural semantic and syntactic annotation;
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Cross-lingual distribution analysis of pronouns in ENG, CMN and JPN

ENG > highest number of pronouns (2nd CMN, 3rd JPN); 

ENG has more translated counterparts in CMN (vs. JPN); 

26.9 % do not have a link in CMN; 

68.8% do not have a link in JPN; 

CMN has the highest proportion of ‘contentful’ pronouns;

NTUMC - Usage
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Rates and patterns of Chengyu distribution across genres

Idiomatic expressions often appear in Chinese where there was none 

in the source English text; (against predictions); 

Story genre has the highest % of types, but the lowest per sentence; 

Essay genre has the highest per sentence occurrence (~1 per 7);
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Title NTUMC
Full Official Name NTU Multilingual Corpus

Resource Type Other, sense annotated multilingual parallel corpus
Source/URL http://compling.hss.ntu.edu.sg/ntumc

Format/MIME Type text/xml
Size/Duration 22,762 sentences

Format/MIME Type text/plain
Access Medium Download

Description
Sentence and sense-aligned parallel corpus of English, Mandarin Chinese, 

Japanese and Indonesian. It included POS and sense tagging at a monolingual 
layer. and cross-lingual annotation with sentence and sense alignments.

Version 1.0
Media Type Text, Interactive Resource

Language(s) English, Mandarin Chinese, Japanese, Indonesian
Resource Creator Liling Tan and Francis Bond

Distributor Francis Bond
Rights Holder Liling Tan and Francis Bond
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